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Total Joint Replacement (TJR) has one of the highest quality of life improvements per health care dollar spent, and currently a combined 1 million hips and knees are implanted in the United States annually. Given increased lifespans and younger age at implantation, the pool of patients with functioning implants is growing. While most implants work well (5-10% failure at 15 years), the larger pool of implants is leading to a larger number of revisions for failed implants. In some hospitals revisions comprise from 10-30% of all TJR surgeries. For over two decades, our laboratory has studied the role of mechanical loading and implant stability (lack of relative motion) in combined experimental and computational approaches, with a focus on the revision implant. This presentation will present a synopsis of our experimental findings and focus on two of our mechanical approaches. Both approaches focus on evaluating the integrity of the bone implant interface. Osseointegration, or direct bone ingrowth into an implant surface is a critical factor in the long-term function of these implants. Proper implant fixation prevents implant migration and loosening leading to failure. Static pushout tests of implants excised from animal studies are a common way to assess the fixation strength of various experimental implant coatings and surgical techniques. However, these tests are costly, time-consuming, and destructive. In this talk we will discuss a method developed to create computational models of implant fixation, in order to complement physical pushout tests. Another approach is to evaluate the fixation of the implants with dynamic loading, to differentiate differences in early soft tissue healing that could lead either to secure bone ingrowth or to persistence of fibrous tissue.
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